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About This Game

"The Legacy: Forgotten Gates" is a hidden-object adventure game packed with mini-games and puzzles, telling a story of a
journey to another world, where danger and unexpected turns of events await around every corner!

It was late evening and the museum was almost empty. At the Maya artifact exhibition, one of the exhibits suddenly started to
move. The sound drew the attention of a young woman named Diana, a museum employee and an expert in Mayan culture.

When she came closer to the artifact she realized it looked like a portal... and suddenly some unknown power lifted her up and
teleported her to an ancient temple! Now Diana has to figure out where she is, how she got there and how she's going to return
home. The young woman encounters a civilization similar to the Mayan culture, but this is neither the past nor a parallel reality.

It's another planet, connected to Earth centuries ago by some special gates. And now the gates have been activated again...

Only Shaash, the local shaman and gate keeper, can help Diana return home. But that will not be easy. Diana will have to face
numerous tests, travel far through the Endless River Valley, encountering the strange people and wondrous animals of the other

world, while trying to hide from all dangers and solving dozens of different challenges on her way.

- Multiple wonderful locations and stunning graphics
- Unexpected plot turns

- Unforgettable characters
- Fascinating mini-games and puzzles
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...you're going to make me pay for my holy warriors to look the part?

GTFO.. Does it have Achievements?
Yes!
Are they fun?
Meh .. standard stuff.

Perfect for boring lessons.

8/10
Twilight approves.. A very special game that you should play.

. Fun and logical adventure game. Great humor, though it's more dirty than other Telltale games.

Most puzzles are pretty straight forward, but if you're still having problems there's a good hint system - and if that is not enough,
you can just get the answer.

Each episode is around 4 hours long.. I just played this game and had a blast. Even though the "zombies" are just cardboard
cutouts, it's so fun killing zombie after zombie. The haptic feedback and sound is satisfying when you kill one, and it's really
awesome when you unlock new guns and manage to get to further waves.
There's a bunch of different modes as well as maps, so you don't get bored as easily. Definitely worth picking up.. After playing
for 3 hours with no problems it now soes not show the entire picture, especially the bottom which I need,
. its a very good game its simple and fun to play, the characters are funny and the music complements the game. i recommend
this game, all the people in the family can played and its fun wathc how diferent everybody find the solution.
. First and foremost. This game is not Mario Kart. Do not buy this game if you're looking for a Mario Kart clone. This game,
and the two All Stars Racing games are their own thing; and there is a lot more technicality in this game then what is presented
in Mario Kart or other arcade based platform mascot racing games. You can spend 80+ hours in All Stars Racing Transformed
(ASRT) and you'd still be counted as a scrub.

In TSR, the Devs have gone well and truly out of their way to try and explain everything to newer players. From in game
tutorials to hints and tricks on the splash screens. Which should drastically reduce the amount of time it takes to learn some new
things. Compared to ASRT, this game is slightly less technical in being able to do solo runs, but the new teamplay mechanics
more then make up for it and introduce some very interesting plays. It's a strange mechanic, for a racing game when you look at
it on paper, but hell does show in game.

ASRT was way faster and way more difficult then any other racing game in this genre. It was brutally competitive and on more
then a few occasions I either went nuclear or witnessed other people doing so online. And because of it's speed, there was never
any plausible protection against "lag bumps" or other such issues until somebody went and made a ghost mod for it for use in
competitive lobbies.

The team mechanic works to both passively reduce this in three major ways.

1.) Allow teamwork to bring either get slowed players back up to speed; or increase the speed of nearby teammates with a
slipstream mechanic. (which maintains itself far behind the lead player so you don't need to worry about keeping up with, or
slowing down for them if somebody gets hit.)
2.) Reduce the number of hostile players by having 2 other team members.
3.) Reduce traffic in high problem areas by cutting them off to certain "classes" of karts.

Thus, the game retains it's incredible speed without having such a major impact with netcode issues. That is not to say that they
don't still exist, they do, but they're far lessened then ASRT.

There are a few problems, finding lobbies online can be difficult, and glitches do exist for exploiting inclined folks to use in
Time Attack and so on. This game also brings in two "blue shells" that need to be addressed as a lack of them in ASRT was one
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of the major things that made it so awesome.

The Lightning wisp, which attacks every member of the rival team. This thing is a huge dislike, and needs to be changed asap.
Nobody likes unavoidable instant hits from nowhere.

And the Quake wisp, which summons tall rock statues from the ground. Although these can be avoided and act very much like
the bees from ASRT, their proximity to each other is far too high and makes it truly difficult to do so compared with the bees.
Simply changing the proximity should be enough.. This is the best software for making games, every thing in the video is true,
exept its better!. This game would have been fun except for the awful controls and the lack of control customisation. When I
can get over the jankiness of the controls I can enjoy it but I'm always thinking how it could be better if i could remap the
keybinds. Might be better with a console controller but for PC users I wouldn't recommend it. On a sidenote I enjoyed the
different perspective on WWII the story took.
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a sale as 10 bucks is too steep for the current amount of content.. Was excited to see CRQ as an add-on and it looks a lot like the
real thing except for the runway. At least on my version the runway is much shorter and lights don't work. Needs a major update
for me to recommend this one. Cool idea though.. TPS、シューティングに見せかけた壁のぼりゲー。COOPでやってもダレるぐらいにクソゲー。妙に長い色々
酷い。唯一いいところがあるとすればおっぱいの造形がちょっといいぐらい。メタスコア40もない. I am so far enjoying this game. It's for sure giving me the
spooks. The game does still leave me asking lot's of questions but I have not completed the game yet, so I'm sure that all will be
answered. I also enjoy that there are different people that you play as as the story unfolds. I did a video of the first part of the
game. The link will be below if you are interested. Thanks.

https://youtu.be/P2yKgsBewb0. Played on the PSVR for a long time now have a vive to play room scale and its fantastic.
Difficult to understand why this game only has 14 reviews on the pc side but its actually really really goood. Yeah its difficult to
find a game but thers a discord to set up matches.

My positives-
-Controls do support room scale
-Controls are difficult at first but once you master very rewarding
-Physics are Awesome
-Heading the ball in this game is amaazing
-Dribbling is fun
-Cross Play with PSVR

overall love the game just wish more users supported it. Kinda an underappreciated gem with a lot of backing from the devs
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